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	Managing and Optimizing VMware vSphere Deployments, 9780321820471 (0321820479), VMware Press, 2012

	In our experience as consultants, VMware vSphere is the most robust virtualization


	solution on the market. The technology is proven and the user base is large.





	Although the benefits of virtualization using vSphere are many, proper planning is

	required to gain these benefits from a vSphere infrastructure. This book is a guide to

	planning, designing, implementing, operating, and managing a robust vSphere infrastructure.

	The best practices and advice given in this book come from our own extensive

	field experience as datacenter architects and implementation engineers.





	We wrote this book after noticing a need for the above mentioned areas. Many VMware

	books tell you how to set up and configure vSphere, but few talk about specific and real use

	cases. This book provides an in-depth discussion of business drivers and decisions around

	virtualization, an area that is not often covered.

	 


	Managing and Optimizing VMware vSphere® Deployments


	 


	The Complete Guide to Planning, Deploying, and Operating  High-Performance VMware vSphere 5 Virtual Infrastructure


	 


	To make the most of VMware’s vSphere 5, IT professionals need knowledge, tips, and insights they’ll  never find in the manuals–or in any book, until now! In Managing and Optimizing VMware vSphere Deployments, two world-class VMware experts offer start-to-finish lessons for vSphere planning, implementation, operation, management, and troubleshooting: expert insights drawn from their unsurpassed  "in-the-trenches" consulting experience.


	 


	Writing for experienced VMware professionals, the authors focus on high-value techniques optimized for the new vSphere 5, helping you establish frameworks that support your virtual infrastructure’s evolution for years to come. They present scenarios and examples drawn from real-world data, helping you address crucial issues ranging from sizing and performance to redundancy. The book concludes with a full  case study that walks you through a design from inception through implementation and explores the reasons for each key decision.


	 


	Coverage includes


	     •    Building a strong foundation for virtual infrastructure: design considerations and  best practices


	     •    Smoothly integrating vSphere 5 into current environments and considerations


	     •    Establishing a more stable infrastructure


	     •    Choosing hardware and making optimal configuration decisions


	     •    Transforming your VMware design from  blueprint to completion


	     •    Operating vSphere solutions more efficiently  on a day-to-day basis    


	     •    Automating tasks and maximizing availability


	     •    Streamlining the installation of updates, patches, and upgrades


	     •    Forecasting and planning capacity on an ongoing basis to support growth


	     •    Overcoming roadblocks on the journey to  100% virtualization


	     •    Monitoring vSphere 5 with tools provided by VMware and its community


	     •    Discovering the most valuable and current online VMware resources


	     •    Examples using Cisco Unified Computing System (UCS) are provided throughout the book
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Manage Your Project Portfolio: Increase Your Capacity and Finish More Projects (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2009

All of your projects and programs make up your portfolio.  But how much time you actually spend on your projects, and how much time do you spend responding to emergencies?
 
 This book will introduce you to different ways of ordering all of the projects you are working on now, and help you figure out how to staff...



		

Professional Plone DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2007
This book teaches Plone development best practices, focusing on Plone 3.0. It covers setting up a development environment, customizing Plone's look and feel, creating new content types and forms, connecting to external databases, managing users and groups intelligently, configuring a production-ready server, LDAP authentication, and caching. Aimed...

		

Intermodulation Distortion in Microwave and Wireless Circuits (Artech House Microwave Library)Artech House Publishers, 2003

	This unique new book is your single resource for all issues related to intermodulation and multi-tone distortion in microwave and wireless circuits. Beginning with an overview of the general concepts of distortion in microwave and wireless devices, it delves into the theory and practical aspects of nonlinear distortion, tools for nonlinear...





	

Cryptographic  Boolean  Functions and ApplicationsAcademic Press, 2009
Boolean functions are the building blocks of symmetric cryptographic systems. Symmetrical cryptographic algorithms are fundamental tools in the design of all types of digital security systems (i.e. communications, financial and e-commerce).

Cryptographic Boolean Functions and Applications is a concise reference that shows how Boolean...

		

e-Learning 2.0: Proven Practices and Emerging Technologies to Achieve Real ResultsAMACOM, 2009
 When executed well, e-learning is a powerful way for organizations to save money while providing the up-to-date training and information that will help employees perform better and more efficiently. Unfortunately, all too often, companies are finding that they’re spending a huge amount of money for less return than they...


		

Eternal Bandwagon: The Politics of Presidential Selection (The Evolving American Presidency)Palgrave Macmillan, 2020

	Orthodox reporting and conventional scholarship focuses on the factors that distinguish each presidential contest and then attempts to explain them. This book rather, demonstrates that the politics of presidential nomination has been remarkably stable in the United States since the 1830s and right through to 2020. A common bandwagon...
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